
  

 

 

St Mary’s R.C. Primary School Newsletter 

Term: Spring 

Class/Dosbarth: Derbyn ac Un              

Teacher/Athrawes: Mrs Appleby  & Mrs Tuck 

 

Dear/Annwyl Parents, 

We would like to inform you of the work and activities planned for your children this term… 

Languages Literacy and Communication:  

We are thrilled with the progress made by Reception and Year 1 children in Read write Inc last 

term and hope that their progress continues as we move forward into the Spring term. All 

children will be assessed on average every six weeks to ensure they are in the correct groups 

and making good progress. 

This term we will be studying the following genres, recount writing in the form of a diary, using 

‘Farmer Duck’ as a stimulus and rich text.  We will be writing character descriptions about the 

Nursery Rhyme characters and learning to retell of the narrative of the story, Tyrannosaurus 

Drip by Julia Donaldson Children will also focus on spelling of simple and then more complex 

words and reading and writing for a variety of purposes. Guided reading sessions will take place 

regularly and in Welsh too! 
Children will have the opportunity to practice speaking and listening and learning to take turns 

when talking to the class. 

Welsh will be taught daily and used incidentally throughout the school day. Children will also 

sing ‘home time’ songs in Welsh and respond to simple phrases and questions.  Please look at our 

school website for suggested resources and websites you can access with your child to support 

you and your family speaking Welsh. 

Mathematics and Numeracy: Children will practice: counting to 10, 20 and beyond, reading and 

writing numbers to 10 then 20 and ordering and sequencing. Will we also be counting in 10’s 2’s, 

and 5’s The children will learn number names, ordinal numbers, coin recognition, paying for items 

using coins, 2D and 3D shape properties, addition and subtraction facts to 10 and then 20, place 

value and more early data handling and comparative vocabulary (taller, shorter, longer etc.). We 

will also be learning days of the week, months of the year and the seasons.  

Foundation Subjects 

R.E. (Religious Education): The Spring term is a busy time of year for festivals and we will be 

finding out more about Epiphany, Shrove Tuesday, Lent, Palm Sunday and Easter.  We will also 

be learning about our local church and community, as well as how and why people gather 

together and the joy of gathering together to celebrate mass. 

Science & Technology: This term our topic is ‘Dragon Tales’. Children will be finding out about 

castles locally and within Wales.  We will also find out about life many years ago.  Although this 

theme is predominantly history based it also has a mythical element and we would very much like 

to allow the children explore their creativity and interest, leading the learning whether it be 

making dragons eggs or Welsh wizards such as Merlin. 

Health & Wellbeing: Physical development sessions will continue to take place on a Tuesday pm 

as well as the daily mile. Please ensure children have a PE kit in school at all times as PE days 

can change due to hall time tables and special events. Please ensure kit is clearly labelled. 

Children also get use of the bikes and scooters and the digging area. 



  

Humanities: Children will be finding out about castles in Wales and using the internet to 

research their favourites.   

Expressive Arts: Children will be developing basic art skills, including cutting, painting and 

modelling work  

Your child’s creative development is very much part of everyday activities within our topic. We 

offer the children as many different creative experiences as possible- both working with an 

adult and on their own.  This term we will begin with making dragons eggs from clay, junk model 

castles and dragons. 

 

Home Learning:  Home work books are based around this terms theme ‘Dragon Tales’.   Please 

select the activities which are of interest to you and your child.  They should be fun and 

enjoyable.  Please don’t feel you need to complete them all!  We look forward to your child 

sharing their books with the class before the end of term. 

Reading: Your child will continue to bring home a library book that they have chosen which 

should be enjoyed together and adult to read.  They will also bring home an instructional book 

at their level which they can read to you.  Books will be sent home on Fridays.  Please return on 

Wednesday.  

Other Information:  

Please ensure your child has a labelled pair of wellies in school for forest school sessions.  We 

will be using the forest school area at least once a fortnight.  We have enough forest school 

clothing in school to cover your Childs uniform but please ensure they have adequate clothing 

for the weather e.g. warm coat, hat, sun cream etc 

 

Home school links –  Carwyn Bear and Delyth Dragon will continue their visits to your homes, 

thank you so much for looking after them so well and treating them as an important guest.  The 

children love sharing their news when they arrive back in school.  Please return them on a 

Wednesday so they can get ready for more adventures.   

 

Finally we would be very grateful for any donations of natural resources such as glass beads, 

pine cones etc. We would also love net curtains, voile, large pieces of neutral coloured materials 

and hats. – Any hats – straw hats, bowler, and top hats.  We would also love a hat stand, 

hopefully for our ‘new’ hats! This will help enhance the children’s learning environment further 

and give purposeful and tactile resources for them to use as well as creating a calm, homely 

feel. We are thrilled with how the learning environment is developing and the children have 

embraced the changes. 

We hope you will find this information useful. 
 

Thank you in anticipation of your continued co-operation and support. If you have any 

queries/questions please do not hesitate to contact us at the school. 

Mrs J. Weightman -Head Teacher 

Learning for Life with Christ as our Light.  
 

 

 


